Abstract. Let DC be a separable Hubert space and /i a probability Radon measure on DC of second order. Then there exist (a") G
1. Let % be a separable (real or complex) Hubert space and ¡x a probability measure on % of second order, that is, j%\\x\\2 dp.(x) < +co. %' denotes the dual space of % and is identified with % by the conjugate linear isometry %B x -> ( | x) G %', where ( | ) is the inner product of DC (Riesz's theorem).
Let R: %' -> L2(p.) be R(y) = ( | y). We let H be the L2(ju)-closure of R%'. Then We prove that the orthogonal series 2™=1 an£n(x)x" converges in DC ju-almost everywhere. Since Then T: H -» H (or L2{¡i) -* L2(fi)) is a positive selfadjoint nuclear linear operator (in fact, T is an integral operator with the integrable kernel (jc | y), x, y £ DC). Let c" > 0, 2"=i c" < +00 be the eigenvalues and (£") C H the eigenfunctions of T. Put xn = c~l/2i?*(£"). Then we have (x"\xm)=c-ni/2cml/2i[fxUx)dti(x)\jyUy)dn(y)) / J(x\y)Uy)My) è"(x)dp.(x) C-n1/2Cml/2Cmf Ux) !"(*) dfi(x) = 5",m.
YOSHIAKI OKAZAKI So we get x = 2c"x/2£n(x)xn jtt-almost everywhere. Note that this procedure is very similar to Kuelbs [2, §4] . 3 . Let v be the Gaussian Radon measure on DC with the characteristic functional exp(-/ | (x, x')\2 dp.(x)/2), x' G DC'. Then by Kuelbs [2, Theorem 3.1], it follows that x = 1an £,n(x)xn ^-almost everywhere. Kuelbs' arguments are as follows. For the Gaussian measure v, the orthogonality of (£") in L2(v) is equivalent to the independence of (£") as random variables on (DC, v). And by the convergence theorem of sums of independent random variables due to Ito and Nisio [1] , it follows that x = 1anin(x)xn »»-almost everywhere. The purpose of this note is to show x = 2 anin(x)xn for /x-almost every x. Note that v(A) = 1 does not imply ¡i(A) -1 in general. Note also that the orthogonal random variables (£") are not independent over (DC, ju.), so we cannot use Ito and Nisio [1] . To prove our theorem the Hilbert-Schmidtness of the operator R is essential. Our result does not hold for general Banach space DC.
